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• January marks another step in recovery of bonds and equities 

• Federal Reserve expected to slow rates hikes but inflation persists in Europe 

• Markets take comfort from China lifting lockdown restrictions 

Global financial markets resumed in January the ascent they began in October and November, having 
paused for breath in December. Markets had a lot to digest in 2022 – Covid, the Ukraine crisis, drought in 
Europe and the political disruption caused by the high turnover of prime ministers in the UK. January 
marked another step in the recovery. 

The rallies were largely driven by hopes that pricing pressures were tamed, central banks would ease their 
aggressive rate hikes and even pivot, and that the global economy would avoid a hard landing. 

Investors expect the Fed to slow rate hikes 

At first glance, the economic news from the US was positive. Latest data showed that US GDP beat forecasts and 
rose 2.9% on the year in Q4, while headline inflation fell in December to 6.5%, which was its lowest level since 
October 2021, thanks largely to energy prices dropping significantly. But further analysis showed that underlying 
demand in the economy was weak and that core inflation – regarded as a better indicator of the ‘stickiness’ of 
pricing pressures – rose 0.3% versus November to an annual 5.7%. Companies are cutting costs but wage 
demands remain high and the labour market has yet to soften enough to dampen inflation to the Fed’s 2% 
target. 

A US fund manager commented: “Despite inflation data in December having been aligned with expectations, we 
still cannot conclude that inflation is dead and we are cautious about that narrative. Import prices are rising due 
to the weakening US dollar, amplifying the inflationary pressure. The inflation pressures are also in the services 
sector, mainly caused by the pent-up demand, labour shortage and increasing medical costs. The Fed pause is 
unlikely to happen soon.” 

The Fed expects rates to peak at 5.00 to 5.25% in 2023 and stay there for the year. Investors, however, expect 
the rate hikes to slow and even pivot. Another US manager said: “The Fed will need to see more evidence for 
cooling inflation, especially in the services sector, before it pauses the hiking. We expect the cooling inflation 
environment will lead to a more systematic approach to central bank policy, which is positive for both the bond 
and equity markets.” 

US growth and small caps were particularly hard hit in 2022, but US equities were led higher in January by the 
Nasdaq 100, closely followed by the Russell 2000. We continue to believe in the small-cap premium and that 
their re-rating could provide buying opportunities. US smaller companies should benefit from the same broad 
themes as the large cap market with additional sensitivity to domestic economic conditions. 

Inflation pressures persist in Europe 

Headline annual inflation was falling in the UK, too, with the rate down to 10.5% in December from 10.7% in 
November. But core inflation remained at 6.3%. The UK also had economic issues to worry about: the 
International Monetary Fund revised down its growth forecast and predicted it would be the only leading 
economy likely to contract in 2023.  



 

In the Eurozone, underlying inflationary pressures persisted. The headline rate fell from 9.2% in December to 
8.5% in January, but the core rate remained at the all-time high of 5.2%. A fund manager at a European private 
bank commented: “Although several developed economies are on track to experience further economic 
weakness this year, recent evidence suggests that the overall impact could be smaller than previously 
anticipated. Overall, we do not anticipate a collapse in global growth given the strength of labour markets within 
developed market economies, while Asian countries should provide support to the growth backdrop amid the 
Chinese reopening.” 

Global markets took comfort from China lifting its Covid lockdown restrictions in December and the boost to the 
global economy that would bring. Chinese stocks delivered double-digit returns in January, but a UK-based 
emerging markets fund manager was still cautious on the market: “A proven ability to create intellectual 
property, ownership of strong brands and well-managed retail franchises are some of the attributes of 
companies we have seen navigate previous periods of high inflation. Regulated assets or assets at high risk of 
being regulated – particularly in China – often lack pricing power, which can leave them more exposed to 
inflationary pressures. For that reason, we have tended to avoid holding these companies in our portfolios.” 

In our last (Q4) tactical update, we kept our overall risk rating score for markets at three, but this was with a 
positive lean towards raising it. We feel there is a much more positive tone in markets because the bad news of 
2022 has been priced in and arguably, we are through the worst of the peaking interest rate cycle. Trying to 
predict recoveries is fraught with difficulties and those hoping for a raging bull market in 2023 are likely to be 
disappointed. But markets can recover quickly, and they will only take with them those who are invested.  
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